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Abstract—This article represents a computational approach
for the estimation of the characteristics of lithium-ion batteries
for a 2D electrochemical model of cylindrical type lithium-ion
battery using COMSOL software. Various input parameters
used in the model formulation have been obtained from
experimental data as well as published work. For the
evaluation of battery performance, an electrochemical-thermal
mathematical model has been designed to determine the
electrochemical parameters such as rate capability, charge/
discharge characteristic, ragone curve. Further, the
electrochemical characteristics have been characterized with
the help of cyclic voltammetry (CV) test which indicates the
uniform electrochemical reactivity and transport properties of
the designed battery. Two types of electrode pairs in which
LiMn2O4 as cathode materials form LiMn2O4 (LMO)/Graphite
and LMO/Carbon (MCMB) are designed and these electrode
pairs are simulated and evaluated to determine the
characteristics of battery material using charge and discharge
curve at different current loads (C-rates) as well as ragone
curve. The simulation results validate the electrochemical
behavior of the proposed 2D model. Also, the LMO/graphite
electrode pair shows better discharging and charging capacity,
high energy, and power curve as compared to the
LMO/Carbon (MCMB) electrode pair.
Index Terms—anode, batteries, cathode, electrochemical,
electrodes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Electrochemical Energy Storage (EES)
devices are becoming important due to their good life cycle,
high energy density, reliability, stability, etc. [1-5].
Rechargeable batteries are the most useful and popular
EES device as it gives the best comprehensive performance
in the commercialized segments such as portable electronic
devices, electric vehicles for transportation, communications
and many more [5-7].
Among different types of rechargeable batteries, Lithiumion batteries (LIBs) give the best comprehensive
performance but, due to the physical limitation of the
electrode material still, the application of these batteries is
limited [7-8]. The ionic and electronic conduction, as well as
transport phenomenon of the LIBs, are the major focus area
of research as the ionic and electronic conduction of LIBs
are strongly related to the rate capability of the battery [9].
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A. Li-ion Transport Mechanism
In LIBs, both cathode and anode electrode materials
together reveal the ionic and electronic conduction
properties of the battery [10]. It is very difficult to improve
the ionic conduction of the material because it is strongly
related to the ionic transport species that directly represents
the composition and structure of the material [11-12]. To
improve these properties, certain technical methods are used
which help to enhance the intrinsic electronic conductivity
of the material through adding a conduction additive or
carbon coating, etc. [13]. There are various factors related to
ionic transport such as electric field gradient, concentration
gradient, and chemical potential gradient [14]. The ionic
transport mechanism is generally associated with
macroscopic diffusion or related to the movement of Li ions
when the external electric potential was applied to the
battery. This diffusion coefficient relationship can be
explained with the help of the Nernst-Einstein equation 1.
 i F 2 Ci Z i 2
(1)

Di
RT
where σi is the ionic conductivity of species i, Di is the
chemical diffusion coefficient of species i, Zi is the charge of
species i, F is faraday’s constant, T is the absolute
temperature, R is the gas constant [1].
Further, the mobility of ions ui is linked to the diffusion
coefficient of ions Di as shown in equation 2.
Di  Tui kb
(2)
where kb is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the
temperature in Kelvin [10].
The diffusion in solids takes place through the movement
of ions when an adjacent site of the atom is empty or
displacement of atoms causing lattice distortion and have
sufficient energy to break bonds with its neighbor atoms
[10-15]. But in the case of material used in LIB, the
diffusion mechanism is more complex which is analyzed by
various factors such as the motion of atoms, thermal energy,
vacancy at the adjacent site, sufficient energy to break the
bond, and many more [10], [15-16]. Therefore, the
electronic conduction mechanism of LIBs becomes the
focus area of concern.
B. Electronic Conduction Mechanism
Electron transport in the solid electrode is one of the most
important factors in the evaluation of the rate performance
of the battery [12] [14]. In LIBs, when the charging and
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discharging process takes place, electrons must be
transferred from the cathode to anode material via an
external circuit and it also helps to describe the electrical
conductivity of the electrode material [15][16]. The
electrical conduction is represented as a flow of free
electrons when an external field is applied under the
equilibrium state. The electrical conductivity can be
obtained from the given equation 3.
N e 2
 f
(3)
m
where Nf is a number of free electrons, e is the charge of
electrons, σ is the electrical conductivity, m is the mass of
electrons, and τ is relaxation time [10].
The classic electron transport theory and quantum
transport theory are two approaches that have been
developed to describe the electron conduction characteristics
of LIBs [10]. According to band theory, the electronic
structure of anode material in LIBs has a large number of
free electrons and the Fermi level also lies within the
conduction band [10-11]. The transport of electrons in anode
material is fast and its conductivity also lies in the range of
104 s.cm-1 whereas in the case of cathode material, its
electronic structure lies in the range of insulating material
and its conduction is low under normal temperature [5],
[16]. Thermal excitation is required to generate conduction
across charge carriers due to which its conductivity also
increases. Hence, the doping technique has been used
widely to enhance the electrical conductivity of the material.
For electrode material, the free-electron mechanism also
depends upon the small polaron conduction, which was
proposed to describe the concept of electron-phonon
interaction on dielectric crystals [10]. It reduces the electron
mobility because of the localization effect or trapping the
electron on the polaron state. For example, in LiMn2O4
cathode material, Mn atoms are shared with an average
oxidation state of Mn3.5+. However, in this case, the localize
(trap) effect on electrons has been considered on the 3d
orbital of Mn atoms in which oxidation takes place and
exhibits half of Mn3+ atom on one part and another half
Mn4+ atom [10-16]. In Mn-3d-z2 orbital excess electrons
were hold than Mn4+, which lower the energy of the crystal
due to local lattice Jahn-Teller distortion [10], [12]. Hence,
the polaron state transport charge and localizes the electron
due to the lattice distortion which leads to lower the
mobility of electrons [10-11].
In LIBs, the polaron conduction phenomenon helps to
understand the electrical conductivity of compounds but it
was very difficult to analyze the polaron state
experimentally and only the computation tools such as
DFT+U have been used to study this problem [10]. The
formation of battery models also helps in getting a better
understanding of battery’s performances such as safety,
efficiency, and stability [11-12]. Electrochemical-thermal
models are preferred to optimize battery performance during
the charging and discharging process.
A lot of work has been done by various researchers on
battery modeling. A 1-D theoretical battery model has been
developed to investigate particle size distribution on the
porous intercalation electrodes [11-13]. A Pseudo-twodimensional (P2D) model for cylindrical Li-ion Battery has
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also been developed using the FORTRAN code [11-15] and
the electronic and ionic conductivity of the material were
enhanced [16-17]. Newman et al. and his co-workers
developed many models for Li-ion batteries to analyze the
porosity and thickness of electrodes [18]. The capacity
improvement was carried out by a gradient-based
optimization model [17-19]. Also, the study of parameter
sensitivity helps us to know the performance of the battery
based on its design factors and variables for specific power
and energy [20].
In this study, the electrochemical model for LIB has been
designed on COMSOL Multiphysics software. An electrode
pair has been developed which looks like a sandwich model
of five different layers. The proposed layered structure has
been used to validate the mathematical model of a LiMn2O4
/MCMB and LiMn2O4/graphite cylindrical battery for
various parameters. The validated model was designed in
such a way, that this can be implemented for the
experimental process of a cell. Statistical analysis has been
done to optimize the cell performance with the help of
various parameters such as electrode thickness (Lpos),
particle size (rp), active material volume fraction, and Crates. This analysis demonstrates the LiMn2O4 cathode
material characteristics, with two different types of anode
material one at a time. Hence, a comparative study on
LiMn2O4 has been carried out to understand the battery
characteristics using COMSOL Multi-physics.
II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PSEUDO MODEL FORMULATION
The P2D electrochemical thermal model of a Lithium-ion
battery has been implemented with the help of the
electrochemical domain [12]. This model is based on a few
fundamentals of batteries such as the transport mechanism,
electrochemical kinetics, and thermodynamics, which helps
to evaluate rate capability as well as characteristics of the
battery [1], [12].
A 2D Li-ion battery architecture has been designed for
simulation. In this design, a cylindrical battery has been
made up of a number of cylindrical cells where every
cylindrical cell has to be connected in parallel by the
positive and negative terminal of the battery. Every cell was
designed like a sandwich model of five different layers
which was sequentially followed by a positive current
collector (Aluminum), a positive electrode (LiMn2O4),
separator (microporous polypropylene celgard 2400), a
negative electrode (Graphite/Carbon), and negative current
collector (Copper) as shown in Fig. 1. This theoretical
model was based on an experimentally validated model [11].
In this model two types of anode materials, graphite and
carbon (MCMB) were used to obtain a cathode material
characteristic. The model was formulated to evaluate the
LiMn2O4 cathode material performance during the charging
and discharging process.
For model formulation, various input parameters such as
geometry design parameters for model layout, both anode
and cathode material properties, ambient operating
temperature with different boundary conditions and load
current have been considered. These input parameters are
listed in Table I.
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TABLE I. MEASURED AND MODEL INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE BATTERY
[16, 17, 18, 20, 21]
Name
Units/Equation
Description
Particle radius negative
Rp_neg
2.50e-6[m]
electrode
Particle radius positive
Rp_pos
1.70e-6[m]
electrode
Solid phase volume
Epss_pos 1-Epsl_pos
-0.170
fraction positive
electrode
Electrolyte phase
Epsl_pos
0.400
volume fraction positive
electrode
Bruggeman coefficient
Brugl_pos
2.98
for tortuosity in the
positive electrode
Solid phase volume
Epss_neg 1-Epsl_neg
-0.172
fraction negative
electrode
Electrolyte phase
Epsl_neg
0.444
volume fraction
negative electrode
Electrolyte phase
Epsl_sep
0.370
volume fraction
separator
Bruggeman coefficient
Brugl_sep
3.15
for tortuosity in
separator
Reaction rate coefficient
K_neg
2e-11[m/s]
negative electrode
Reaction rate coefficient
K_pos
5e-10[m/s]
positive electrode
Initial state-of-charge
Cs0_neg
2205
negative electrode
Initial state-of-charge
Cs0_pos
20925
positive electrode
Initial electrolyte salt
Cl_0
1200[mol/m^3]
concentration
a
7.5
C-factor
I_1C
12[A/m^2]
1C discharge current
Charge/discharge
I_load
i_1C*a
current
Length of negative
L_neg
55e-6[m]
electrode
L_sep
70e-6[m]
Length of separator
Length of positive
L_pos
55e-6[m]
electrode
The thickness of the
D_can
0.25[mm]
battery canister
R_batt
9[mm]
Battery radius
H_batt
65[mm]
Battery height
R_mandrel
2[mm]
Mandrel radius
Negative current
L_neg_cc
7[um]
collector thickness
Positive current
L_pos_cc
10[um]
collector thickness
L_neg+L_neg_cc
+L_sep+L_pos+L
Cell thickness
L_batt
_pos_cc
Positive electrode
KT_pos
1.58[W/(m*K)]
thermal conductivity
Negative electrode
KT_neg
1.04[W/(m*K)]
thermal conductivity
Positive current
KT _pos_cc
170[W/(m*K)]
collector thermal
conductivity
Negative current
KT _neg_cc
398[W/(m*K)]
collector thermal
conductivity
Separator thermal
KT _sep
0.344[W/(m*K)]
conductivity
Positive electrode
Rho_pos
2328.5[kg/m^3]
density
Negative electrode
Rho_neg
1347.33[kg/m^3]
density
Positive current
Rho_pos_cc
2770[kg/m^3]
collector density
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Rho_neg_cc

8933[kg/m^3]

Rho_sep

1008.98[kg/m^3]
1269.21[J/(kg*K)
]

Cp_pos

Cp_neg

1437.4[J/(kg*K)]

Cp_pos_cc

875[J/(kg*K)]

Cp_neg_cc

385[J/(kg*K)]

Cp_sep

KT _batt_ang

KT _batt_r

Rho_batt

Cp_batt

Cycle_time
T_inlet ""

1978.16[J/(kg*K)
]
(KT _pos*L_pos+
KT _neg*L_neg+
KT
_pos_cc*L_pos_c
c+
KT_neg_cc*L_ne
g_cc+
KT_sep*L_sep)/L
_batt
L_batt/(L_pos/ KT
_pos+L_neg/ KT
_neg+L_pos_cc/
KT
_pos_cc+L_neg_c
c/
KT_neg_cc+L_sep
/ KT _sep)
(rho_pos*L_pos+
rho_neg*L_neg+r
ho_pos_cc*L_pos
_cc+rho_neg_cc*
L_neg_cc+rho_se
p*L_sep)/L_batt
(Cp_pos*L_pos+
Cp_neg*L_neg+C
p_pos_cc*L_pos_
cc+Cp_neg_cc*L
_neg_cc+Cp_sep*
L_sep)/L_batt
600[s]

Negative current
collector density
Separator density
Positive electrode heat
capacity
Negative electrode heat
capacity
Positive current
collector heat capacity
Negative current
collector heat capacity
Separator heat capacity

Battery thermal
conductivity, angular

Battery thermal
conductivity, radial

Battery density

Battery heat capacity

Cycle time

298.15[K]

Inlet temperature

T_init
H_connector
R_connector

T_inlet
3[mm]
3[mm]

S_inlet

2*R_batt

S_matrix

3*R_batt

V_in

0.1[m/s]

t

0

Initial temperature
connector height
connector radius
Length of inlet flow
region
Battery-battery distance
in matrix
Inlet velocity
Time parameter in the
initialization study step

Some other influential input parameters such as the
stoichiometry of the model for both positive and negative
electrodes, electrodes charge transfer coefficient, electrolyte
coefficient, Bruggeman coefficient are taken from the data
available in the literature [16-20]. In this proposed
theoretical model, the Li-ions transport phenomenon is
based on parameters such as solid-state potential, electrolyte
concentration, solid-state concentration within the electrode,
and electrolyte potential within the separator. These
domains are further explained with the help of mathematical
modeling presented in the following section.
III. ELECTROCHEMICAL-THERMAL MATHEMATICAL
MODELING
The proposed electrochemical-thermal model has some
governing equations and boundary conditions which help to
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evaluate the certain variables for solving the pseudo-twodimensional model such as electrochemical kinetics, electric
charge conservation, energy conservation, and mass
conservation [21-24]. For the simulation of solid-state
lithium-ion battery and analyzing its chemistry domain,
certain electrochemical kinetics equations were carried out
with the help of the Butler-Volmer governing equation
[25-26], which is used to describe the lithium concentration
as well as charge distribution on the anode and cathode
electrodes and electrolyte phase as shown in equation 4.

 F 
 - F  
j li  as io exp  a   - exp  c   
(4)
 RT 
 RT  

where jli refers to a reaction current density, as is the
reaction surface area [23-25].
Further, the electrodes having a solid active phase and
electrolyte as a liquid phase which together creates an
interfacial area and known as reaction surface area (as) are
shown with equation 5.
 1-  e -  f 
3
as  s  
(5)

rp 
rp

where Np represents the number of spheres per unit volume,
εs is the active material volume fraction, εe is the electrode
porosity, rp is the radius of the active material and εf is the
fillers of the active material [26].
The relation of the lithium concentration for the potential
of both the electrodes is defined with the help of current
density (io) and it is expressed as equation 6.
io  ki  ce 

a

C

- Csurf , e 

a

surf ,max

C



c

surf , e

(6)

where ki denoted the temperature-dependent reaction rate,
αa, αc is the symmetry factor, Ce, Cs are lithium
concentration in the solid and electrolyte phase and Csurf, max,
Csurf, e is the lithium concentration maximum on the surface
and electrolyte [26-27].
The electronic charge balance has to be maintained with
the equivalence of Li-ions during lithiation and de-lithiation
and electron flow in the charging and discharging process.
The amount of potential in the solid phase has to be a
function of electrode conductivity and reaction current
density as shown in the equation 7.
Ñ  eff Ñ  s   j li
(7)
where φs is the potential in the solid phase [27-28].
Similarly, the potential in the liquid electrolyte is
dependent on the concentration of the lithium ions and the
current density, which is explained with the help of the
equation 8.
Ñ  eff Ñe   Ñ  kdeff Ñ ln  ce    j li  0
(8)
where σeff is the effective conductivity and kDeff represents
the effective diffusional conductivity of the species, and φe
is the potential in the electrolyte phase [26-28].
For maintaining the mass conservation in the solid phase,
it was assumed that the particle size of the electrode material
in the model has to be identical and lithium-ion distribution
has to be explained with the help of Fick’s law of
concentration gradient as given in equation 9.
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 ¶c 
¶  r2 s 
¶ cs Ds  ¶ r 
(9)

¶ x r2
¶r
where Ds is the diffusion coefficient in the solid phase, r is
the radius of the material [19] [20].
In this electrochemical simulation analysis, the domain
equations help to implement the chemical transport
equations for the reactant and product species [25]. This
further demonstrates the electrochemical reactivity and the
transport property of the battery [25-29]. However, this
model was formulated with all the domain equations, which
have been shown in the meshed structure of solid-state
cylindrical type lithium-ion battery (LIB).

A. Model Meshed Structure
A 2D cylindrical Lithium-ion battery simulation model
has been designed on a COMSOL Multi-physics 5.3a
version to evaluate the battery performance in terms of rate
capability. The model formulation parameters are explained
in the above sections. In this model, various characteristics
are demonstrated with the help of mathematical modeling.
For example, the kinetics of mass transport in the LIBs, the
lithium-ion diffusion is demonstrated with the help of
Faraday’s equation and the amount of energy and power in
the battery is calculated using ragone plot [29]. The
simulation results were generated with the help of the
proposed 2D model and the experimental data were
validated from the published literature [28-30].
Initially, the geometry of the model was designed
considering different components such as porous electrodes,
electrolytes, and current collectors. Then, the various
governing equations were estimated for the 2D structure of
the model for a better understanding of the ionic/ electronic
conductivity phenomenon and mass transfer mechanism of
the battery [31].

Figure 1. (a) Meshed geometry of cylindrical battery (b), (c), and (d) 2D
cylindrical battery view along the YZ axis, XY axis, and ZX axis
respectively

After including the all-necessary operational parameters,
a meshed structure of the 2D model was obtained and this
structure was analyzed in all three directions with ambient
temperature and different boundary conditions [30-32].
This meshed structure is mapped with the help of a singular
matrix as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Further, evaluation has been
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carried out in the form of a 2D revolution model along with
the combination of XY, YZ, ZX axis as shown in Fig. 1 (b),
(c), (d) respectively.
This meshed structure indicates a blue dotted line which
represents the triangular mapped domain on model geometry
with the certain boundary condition at the corner of the
battery. After setting up the mathematical geometry and
meshing domain, the study has been performed with the
help of parametric function. In this electrochemical-thermal
model, cyclic voltammetry has been recorded on the
electrode surface where potential is varying linearly as a
function of time. Further, the comparative results on the rate
capability of the battery are determined for various anode
materials at different C-rates [31-35]. In this evaluation, the
battery has been fully-charged and fully-discharged for
investigating the ragone plot to calculate the energy and
power outputs from the battery. The results were simulated
on 2D and 1D geometry plot groups, which is illustrated in
the next section.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The characterization and comparative results of
cylindrical Li-ion batteries are analyzed under different
operating conditions to evaluate the battery performance and
also results were validated with literature data [50-55]. The
simulated characteristics of a cylindrical rechargeable
battery and results are discussed below.
A. Electrochemical Characteristics
The electrochemical results help to evaluate the physical
and electrochemical properties of the rechargeable battery.
Therefore, a cyclic voltammetry (CV) curve has been
plotted which helps to determine the electrochemical
reactivity and transport properties of a lithium-ion battery
[32-34]. In this CV test, the potential varies linearly as a
function of time is applied to the working electrodes [33].
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the oxidation reaction is not taken place and hence the
current is negligible. It also shows that once the potential
starts increasing the oxidation reaction becomes accelerated
and the current also starts increasing. Once the oxidation
reaction has consumed reactant at the electrode surface then
the current becomes limited by the rate of transport at the
working electrode. Therefore, the highest peak current of
8Ah has been observed at a higher scan rate of 1 v/s after the
peak of Volta metric current. It starts falling independent of
the potential rate. This region of the CV curve denotes the
diffusion-controlled
or
transport-controlled
region.
Similarly, the other characteristics are simulated and
analyzed to determine the charge and discharge
characteristics of the LMO battery.
B. Rate Capability Characteristics
The comparative results of two different types of anodes
(graphite and MCMB) were plotted on the cylindrical Li-ion
battery in which, two combinations of different anode
material have been investigated. The two-electrode pair was
formulated, one was LMO/Graphite and the other one was
LMO/Carbon (MCMB). The only difference between both
these electrode pairs was the change of anode material,
through which cathode material was investigated and
evaluated during its characterization.
In this 2D model, the theoretical results are briefly
explained and simulated with the help of Multiphysics
software but all these results are theoretically simulated and
to validate these results the experimental data was explained
from the literature [56-60].
A 2D model of a Lithium-ion battery was simulated to
understand the behavior of LiMn2O4 cathode material and
the rate capability of the battery was investigated [34-36].

Figure 3. Discharge characteristics of LMO/Graphite
Figure 2. Cyclic-voltammetry curve

Fig. 2 shows the recorded cyclic voltammetry curve
which determines the relation between the transport
chemical species. It also represents the diffusion of lithium
ions in the battery and the electrode kinetics [33].
The results are plotted at the variable potential range, in
which parametric sweep was used to record the graph at
different scan-rates The CV result suggests that at a lower
scan rate of 0.001 V/s, the potential is very low due to that

Initially, the battery was discharged from its charge state
and then fully charged from its discharged state at different
C-rates and the discharge characteristics are plotted as
shown in the Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the LMO/graphite discharge curve represents
the discharge capacity of the battery in an open circuit
which comes to be 99.5% of its battery capacity.
As the load current starts increasing the voltage drop
(polarization) across the battery is also observed to be
increasing and it results in a decrement in the capacity of the
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battery. Hence, when the load current was increased up to
10 C rate, the capacity is reached approximately 96.7% of
the ideal battery capacity.

Volume 21, Number 3, 2021

plotted in the Fig. 5 and it is found that even though the
charge capacity was lesser than the discharge capacity,
polarization is observed in the discharge curve having the
same plateau at 3.2 V. It clearly indicates that the
LiMn2O4/graphite was stable in nature during oxidation and
reduction process.

Figure 4. Discharge characteristics of LMO/carbon (MCMB)

In Fig. 4, the LMO/carbon (MCMB) discharge curve
represents the same phenomenon but its capacity is found
lesser as compared to LMO/graphite electrode and at 10 C
rate, the battery capacity is decreased up to 88% of its full
capacity. This shows that the LMO/graphite electrode
material has better rate capability at a high C-rate than that
of the LMO/carbon (MCMB) electrode.
Similarly, the experimental data were reported by various
researchers, in which LiMn2O4/graphite electrodes has 117
mAh/g discharge capacity. This capacity was retended
94.6% at 10 C rate till the battery was operated at 100 cycles
[56-58].

Figure 6. Charge characteristics of LMO/Carbon (MCMB)

Fig. 6 shows the charge characteristics of the
LMO/MCMB where it is observed that its charge capacity is
also lower than the discharge capacity but as compared to
the LMO/graphite, it has a lesser charge capacity during 10
C-rate. Therefore, it indicates that LMO/graphite has better
battery performance than the LMO/carbon (MCMB).
C. Ragone Characteristics
The ragone plot is obtained to find out the energy and
power output in both the combination of batteries i.e.,
LMO/Graphite and LMO/Carbon (MCMB). The ragone plot
helps to calculate the energy output using global ordinary
differential equation (ODEs) and Differential algebraic
equation (DAEs) interface according to equation 10.
T

W    I .Ecell dt

(10)

0

where I represent the current in the battery and Ecell represent
the cell voltage of the battery [45].

Figure 5. Charge characteristics of LMO/Graphite

However, for LiMn2O4/Carbon electrodes has 114mAh/g
discharge capacity and this capacity was retended 90% of its
full capacity after certain cycles at 10C rate [59-60]. Hence,
this experimental data has validated the theoretical results in
which LMO/graphite has better capacity then LMO/Carbon.
The charge characteristics of the cylindrical Li-ion battery
have also been investigated and it is found that the charge
capacity of the battery was lower than the discharge
capacity. The reason for this phenomenon is that the
medium-high current load of the active electrode material
and cell voltage of the battery lies within the stability
window of the electrolyte [36-40].
The charge characteristics of LMO/graphite have been
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Figure 7. Ragone plot
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In Fig. 7, the power output was plotted by dividing the
energy by the total discharge time and the event interface
has been used to restrict the operation of the battery within
the upper and lower cut-off voltages [46-51].
The ragone curve in the Fig. 7, shows that LMO/carbon
(MCMB)has lower energy as compared to LMO/Graphite
which is due to the lower cell voltage of the battery. Hence,
good rate capability may be achieved using the
LMO/Graphite electrode material.
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[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a 2D electrochemical model of lithium-ion
battery has been developed on COMSOL Multiphysics
software. The formulation of the electrochemical model has
been done with the help of various input parameters and the
developed mathematical model is validated against the
literature data. Simulation has been performed for the
developed model to find out the battery performance in
terms of cyclic voltammetry, rate capability i.e., energy and
power within the defined limits. The simulation results
confirm that the battery performance has improved by
changing the design variables and chemistry of the battery.
The cyclic voltammetry shows good electrochemical
reactivity and transport properties in the designed Li-ion
battery. Further, the comparison of two different types of
electrode pairs, namely LMO/Graphite and LMO/MCMB
has been conducted, where LMO/Graphite has shown
approximately 96% discharge capacity of its full state of
charge at 10C rate as compared to the 88% in the case of
LMO/MCMB. Also, the LMO/graphite has shown better
energy capacity as compared to the LMO/MCMB making it
a suitable material for Li-ion battery.
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